
 

   
 

ACCESS TO INFORMATION RESOURCES 
USER GROUPS AND ACCESS RIGHTS FOR ASSOCIATE STAFF AND GUESTS AT AAU 

Aalborg University Library purchases information resources that are used by the university’s staff and 

students. Terms of use are laid down in the contract upon signing the license agreements with the 

suppliers. This includes determining who should be granted access and how. 

The following access conditions apply to associate staff and guests at AAU: 

Emeritus professor Yes, access is granted if you are still formally 
registered as a member of the academic staff (VIP), 
and appears as such in the statement to 
Universities Denmark’s statistical data. 
 
Otherwise, you are NOT covered by the university's 
access. In this case, you may use the relevant 
information resources from library computers in 
the library ("walk-in use") for private use only. 
 
In a few special cases, the category “Retired staff” 
provides special access on select licenses. This 
option, however, is currently not supported by 
AAU's access control, and as such, remote access 
to the resource is not possible.  

Associate professor Yes, if you are still formally registered as a member 
of the academic staff (VIP), and appears as such in 
the statement to Universities Denmark’s statistical 
data. 

Honorary doctor Yes, if you are still formally registered as a member 
of the academic staff (VIP), and appears as such in 
the statement to Universities Denmark’s statistical 
data. 

PhD student (NOT on the AAU payroll; e.g. 
business PhD) 

Yes, if you are still formally registered as a member 
of the academic staff (VIP), and appears as such in 
the statement to Universities Denmark’s statistical 
data. 

Visiting PhD (researcher stay and foreign guests) No, this user group cannot be granted access. They 
must use the possibilities for remote access to 
electronic resources provided by their home 
university. If their home university does not have 
access to the relevant information resources, this 
user group may access the resources from library 
computers in the library ("walk-in use"), for private 
use only. 

Visiting scholar No, this user group cannot be granted access. They 
must use the possibilities for remote access to 
electronic resources provided by their home 



 

   
 

university. If their home university does not have 
access to the relevant information resources, this 
user group may access the resources from library 
computers in the library ("walk-in use"), for private 
use only. 

Guest lecturer No, this user group cannot be granted access. They 
must use the possibilities for remote access to 
electronic resources provided by their home 
university. If their home university does not have 
access to the relevant information resources, this 
user group may access the resources from library 
computers in the library ("walk-in use"), for private 
use only. 

Company- and student interns Yes, if they are formally registered as such and 
appear in the statement to Universities Denmark’s 
statistical data – otherwise NO! 
Alternatively, they can use the information 
resources from library computers in the library 
("walk-in use"), for private use only. 

Collaboration partners No, this user group cannot be granted access. 
As a public library, however, access to information 
resources from library computers in the library 
("walk-in use") is always available for private use 
only. 

Usually, guests from other universities and educational institutions have the possibility for remote access to 

the electronic information resources provided by their home university. They must continue to use this 

access during their stay at Aalborg University.  

In some cases, this may cause access problems to important research/teaching materials, as there can be 

major differences in the licenses provided by individual university libraries. Unfortunately, these are 

conditions beyond our control. It is not possible to change them within the contractual and financial 

framework of licenses. We cannot - and must not - bend the terms of the agreements to match our day-to-

day realities. If worse comes to worst, misuse may end up having both major economic and access 

implications for the university. 

Anyone (including guests, visiting staff and other associates) can borrow printed books and journals from 

the university library. In addition, it is possible to access and use the library’s electronic collections from 

library computers at the library's premises, as our licenses contain a "walk-in use"-clause for private use 

in line with public access to state and state-sponsored libraries, cf. the Library Act. Furthermore, the 

library is actively working towards making Open Access resources and alternate editions available to the 

same extent as the paid-for content of our electronic collections. 
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